
Unleashing Evaluation: Giving 
Perspective to Power, Precision and 

Problems

By Wayne F. Adams, MS, Applied Stats.
Stat-Ease, Inc., Minneapolis, MN

wayne@statease.com

*Presentation is posted at www.statease.com/webinar.html
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To avoid disrupting the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)  system,  I will 
mute all. Please use Questions feature on GotoWebinar. We will answer as 
many questions as time allows. Feel free to email questions to 
webinar@statease.com which we will answer off-line. 
-- Wayne
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Getting Started: Stat-Ease Resources

New to Design of Experiments?

Take advantage of all the free resources available to you!

Stat-Ease on the internet:

• Beginner resources: http://www.statease.com/beginner.html

• Webinars: http://www.statease.com/webinar.html

• Articles: http://www.statease.com/articles.html

• Tutorials: http://www.statease.com/software/dx9-tut.html

• YouTube: Search for the “Stat-Ease YouTube Channel”

2
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Getting Started: Other Resources

New to Design of Experiments?

Take advantage of all the free resources available to you!

LinkedIn Groups:

• The Design of Experiment (DOE) Group – great place to post 
general questions about DOE’s

• ASQ Statistics Division – more general statistics and DOE

• The Stat-Ease Professional Network – friends and clients of 
Stat-Ease

3
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Unleashing Evaluation 4

What is Design Evaluation?

When Should Design Evaluation Be Used?

Unleashing Evaluation
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Unleashing Evaluation 5

 A set of tools to determine the capability of a design. 

 Display the Alias Structure
What effects can be cleanly estimated?

 Show How Degrees of Freedom Are Spent
The runs pay for the model and upgrades to the model.  

 Present The Correlation Statistics 
How imbalanced and non-orthogonal is it?

 Expose Matrix Measures
Things only statisticians care about.

What Is Design Evaluation?
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Where is Design Evaluation?

Unleashing Evaluation 6

 Design-Expert® software provides design evaluation 
throughout the build of the design. 
 When a 22 factorial design is built a warning is displayed 

regarding not having enough information to test all the 
effects.

 When a 23 factorial design is built a warning is displayed 
regarding not having enough power.

 When a fractional design is built the alias structure is 
displayed. 

 Factorial design builds include a stop where power can 
be estimated. ©20
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Where is Design Evaluation?

Unleashing Evaluation 7

The rest of this discussion will concentrate 
on the Evaluation node, available after the 
design is built and the factor columns 
populated. 

Evaluation is usually used before data has 
been gathered, but can be used post 
analysis to verify the usefulness of the 
models. 
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Evaluation Needs a Model

Unleashing Evaluation 8

Order provides a short cut to select 
all the terms up to a certain level.

Model switches what types of terms 
and orders will be displayed.

Add Term is used to add higher-
order terms one at a time rather than 
trying to find them in the terms list. 

Response defaults to “Design Only” 
which means the whole design. If a 
response has data then a response 
can be selected. The Terms List shows which terms 

are in the model, error, or excluded 
(ignored) from consideration. 

Click the Results Tab 
to

Unleash the Evaluation
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It’s All In the Bookmarks

Unleashing Evaluation 9

 The Bookmarks tool makes 
navigation of the Evaluation 
report easy. 

 Click a button to move that 
section to the top of the screen.

 The Pop-Out View button creates 
a clone of the evaluation report 
with its own bookmarks tool. 
The clone will stay open even if 
you leave the evaluation node. 
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It’s All In the Bookmarks
Aliasing

Unleashing Evaluation 10

The Aliasing shows the relationship between 
the non-excluded terms on the model tab. 

Alias Matrix

[Est. Terms] Aliased Terms

[Intercept] = Intercept

[A] = A

[B] = B

[C] = C

[D] = D

[AB] = AB - AD - BD - C^2

[AC] = AC - AD + CD + B^2

[BC] = BC + BD + CD + B^2 + C^2 + D^2

[A^2] = A^2 + B^2 + C^2 + D^2

When there are too many 
terms for the design to 
handle, the estimate of 
one term’s coefficient 
biases the estimates of 
others that appear after 
the same equal (=) sign on 
the alias matrix. ©20
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It’s All In the Bookmarks
Degrees of Freedom

Unleashing Evaluation 11

One Degree of Freedom (df) comes from each 
run. The table shows how the df are used to 
compute coefficients and noise.

The df used to compute the 
intercept term is not part of 
the table. The remaining 8 
df are being used for the 
model coefficients, with 
nothing left over for the 
residuals.

Degrees of Freedom for 
Evaluation

Model 8

Residuals 0

Lack of Fit 0

Pure Error 0

Corr Total 8

No Residuals = No ANOVA tests©20
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Power at 5 % alpha level to 
detect signal/noise ratios of

Term StdErr VIF Ri-
Squared

0.5 Std. 
Dev.

1 Std. 
Dev.

2 Std. 
Dev.

A 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %

B 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %

C 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %

D 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %

It’s All In the Bookmarks
Terms (Power)

Unleashing Evaluation 12

The Terms (Power) section contains correlation 
statistics. VIF of 1 is ideal, which indicates no 
correlation between the terms.  Power is the 
probability of detecting an effect. The size of 
the effect is measured in terms of standard 
deviations also called the signal to noise ratio. 
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Run Leverage Space Type

1 0.6111 Unknown

2 0.6111 Unknown

3 0.6111 Unknown

4 0.6111 Unknown

5 0.1111 Center

6 0.6111 Unknown

7 0.6111 Unknown

8 0.6111 Unknown

9 0.6111 Unknown

Average = 0.5556

It’s All In the Bookmarks
Leverage

Unleashing Evaluation 13

The Leverage of a run depends on where it and 
other runs are located in the factor space. Runs 
with high leverage have more influence on the 
model than other runs. 
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It’s All In the Bookmarks
Matrix Measures

Unleashing Evaluation 14

The Matrix measures are statistics used to 
compare designs to a standard or each other. 

Condition Number of Coefficient Matrix = 1.000

Maximum Variance Mean = 0.278

Average Variance Mean = 0.222

Minimum Variance Mean = 0.111

G Efficiency = 200.0 %

Scaled D-optimality Criterion = 1.383

Determinant of (X'X)^-1 = 8.573E-5

Trace of (X'X)^-1 = 0.778

I (Cuboidal) = 0.33333
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It’s All In the Bookmarks
Correlations Plots

Unleashing Evaluation 15

The Correlation plots are another way to show 
the relationship between terms in the model. 
The ideal design has a completely uncorrelated 
structure. 

This only happens with factorial designs and interaction models. 
©20
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It’s All In the Bookmarks
Correlations Plots

Unleashing Evaluation 16

Response surface designs for higher-order 
models are impossible to make ideal. A good 
design uncorrelates as much as it can. 

Main Effects are uncorrelated with other effects, but quadratic terms are 
correlated with each other.
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It’s All In the Bookmarks
Correlations Plots

Unleashing Evaluation 17

This design is not ideal for all the terms, but will 
work for a subset of the terms. 

Bonus points if you can tell me what design was used to produce the graphs
©20
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Unleashing Evaluation 18

What is Design Evaluation?

When Should Design Evaluation Be Used?

Unleashing Evaluation
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When to Use Design Evaluation

Unleashing Evaluation 19

 To Make Sure the Design is Able to Meet Goals
How many runs does it take to get to a useful model?

 Check the Impact of Design Modifications
What happens when levels change and runs are not completed?

 To See How Well an Existing Data Set Will Perform
Can we use all this data that we’ve had for years?

 To Compare Designs
Another thing only statisticians care about. 
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Define: Able to Meet Goals

Unleashing Evaluation 20

1. Estimate the polynomial chosen by the experimenter well.
2. Give sufficient information to allow a test for lack of fit.

Have more unique design points than coefficients in the model.
Provide an estimate of “pure” error.

3. Remain insensitive to outliers, influential values and bias from model 
misspecification.

4. Be robust to errors in control of the factor levels.
5. Provide a check on variance assumptions, e.g., studentized residuals 

are NID(0, σ2); that is, normal and independently distributed with mean 
of zero and constant variance.

6. Generate useful information throughout the region of interest.
7. Do not contain an excessively large number of trials.©20
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Power and Precision

Unleashing Evaluation 21

Factorial DOE Response Surface Methods

During screening and 
characterization (factorials) 
emphasis is on identifying 
factor effects.

What are the important design 
factors?

For this purpose power is an 
ideal metric to evaluate 
design suitability.

When the goal is optimization 
(usually the case for RSM) 
emphasis is on the fitted 
surface.

How well does the surface 
represent true behavior?

For this purpose precision is a 
good metric to evaluate 
design suitability.
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Power

Unleashing Evaluation 22

Power is the probability of a true effect testing as significant 
on the ANOVA given some expected noise. 
Power is calculated both “Up Front” as the design is built and 
as part of the evaluation report.

R1
Signal (delta) = 2.00 Noise (sigma) = 1.00 Signal/Noise (delta/sigma) = 2.00

A B C D
46.3 % 46.3 % 46.3 % 46.3 %
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Power

Unleashing Evaluation 23

• Change the Order on the Model 
tab to evaluate the main effects.

• Click on the Options button to 
choose signal to noise ratios.

The evaluation needs to be set up correctly to show the power. 
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Power

Unleashing Evaluation 24

The Signal is the minimum size of a 
critical effect. 

The Noise is the unexplained variation in 
the system. Think of it as the best 
estimate for what the standard deviation 
will be on the ANOVA once the correct 
model is fit. 

Divide the Signal by the Noise to get the 
value to enter. 

Change at least one box to match the 
signal to noise ratio for the experiment. ©20
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Power at 5 % alpha level 
to detect signal/noise 
ratios of

Term StdErr VIF Ri-
Squared

0.5 Std. 
Dev.

1 Std. 
Dev.

2 Std. 
Dev.

A 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %
B 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %
C 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %
D 0.41 1.00 0.0000 7.7 % 15.9 % 46.3 %

Evaluate: Useful Information
Power

Unleashing Evaluation 25

Click on the Results tab and the Terms (Power) 
bookmark to get the power estimates. 

For a design to be considered capable, the 
power should be 80% or more. 
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Precision

Unleashing Evaluation 26

Precision estimates come 
from the Fraction of Design 
Space (FDS) found under the 
Evaluation - Graphs tab.

Set the Model type to 
Polynomial (if it isn’t already). 

Change the Order or select 
the model from the terms lists 
before clicking the Graphs tab.©20
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Precision

Unleashing Evaluation 27

On the FDS Graph tool, change the “d” 
box to the +/- amount (a.k.a. margin of 
error or interval half-width) that 
provides acceptable precision. 

Change the “s” box to represent the 
unexplained variation in the system. 
Think of it as the best estimate for what 
the standard deviation will be on the 
ANOVA once the correct model is fit. 
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Precision

Unleashing Evaluation 28

Design-Expert® Sof tware

Min Std Error Mean: 0.394
Av g Std Error Mean: 0.520
Max Std Error Mean: 0.781
Spherical
radius = 1
Points = 50000
t(0.05/2,10) = 2.22814
d = 5, s = 4
FDS = 0.82
Std Error Mean = 0.561
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For this new design, using 
d = 5 and s = 4, about 82% 
of the design will have a 
confidence interval no more 
than +/- 5 units wide.

Removing insignificant 
terms improves the post 
analysis precision. ©20
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Evaluate: Useful Information
Sizing the Design 

Unleashing Evaluation 29

For more details on these topics please see Brooks Henderson’s 
October 2013 webinar.

How Many Runs Do I Need? How to Use Power and 
Precision to Size Factorial, Response Surface Method and 

Mixture Designs

http://www.statease.com/training/webinar.html©20
16
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When to Use Design Evaluation

Unleashing Evaluation 30

 To Make Sure the Design is Able to Meet Goals
How many runs does it take to get to a useful model?

 Check the Impact of Design Modifications
What happens when levels change and runs are not completed?

 To See How Well an Existing Data Set Will Perform
Can we use all this data that we’ve had for years?

 To Compare Designs
Another thing only statisticians care about. 
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Evaluate: Design Modifications
Changing a Run or Two

Unleashing Evaluation 31

To create this example, a 23, full, two-level factorial design 
consisting of 8 vertices was built.  This design is balanced and 
orthogonal. 

The extreme low and extreme high vertices were modified as it 
is believed these conditions will not produce meaningful 
results.

{-1, -1, -1} became {-0.5, -0.5, -0.5}
{+1, +1, +1} became {+0.5, +0.5, +0.5}

It is no longer balanced and orthogonal, but is it still useful?©20
16
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Evaluate: Design Modifications
Aliasing and Terms (Power)

Unleashing Evaluation 32

Term StdErr VIF Ri-
Squared

A 0.52 1.78 0.4378
B 0.52 1.78 0.4378
C 0.52 1.78 0.4378

AB 0.55 1.76 0.4315
AC 0.55 1.76 0.4315
BC 0.55 1.76 0.4315

ABC 0.58 2.00 0.4996

No aliases found for 3FI Model
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Evaluate: Design Modifications
Check Aliasing

Unleashing Evaluation 33

• “No aliasing found” is the best thing to see.

• 1st and 2nd order terms aliased with 3rd or higher-order terms is 
acceptable for characterization and optimization designs. 

• 2nd order terms aliased with other 2nd order terms is acceptable 
for screening designs. 

• 1st order terms aliased with 2nd order is only acceptable for 
verification designs. 
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• The power will be lower even though there are the same 
number of runs. (Remember when evaluating power, set the 
model to Main Effects)

• Look at the VIF column. It is no longer all 1.00.
• Small values – 10 or less – are not cause for concern.
• Values between 10 and 100 indicate the orthogonality is 

compromised.
• Values from 100 to 1000 indicate severe compromise. 
• Over 1000 is bad, it may not be possible to obtain a model.

Evaluate: Design Modifications
Check Terms (Power)

Unleashing Evaluation 34

Ignore all of this for designs with constraints 
including mixture designs. Look at the FDS to see 
the effect of modifications.
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Evaluate: Design Modifications
Check FDS

Unleashing Evaluation 35
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Modified 

Unmodified

The modified design’s FDS 
curve is not as flat and low 
as the unmodified design’s. 

This is happening because 
the model can still predict at 
the original vertices. The 
predictions there are poor 
due to lack of data. 
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Evaluate: Design Modifications
Losing a Run or Two

Unleashing Evaluation 36

For the second example, a 23, full, two-level factorial design 
consisting of 8 vertices was built.  This design is balanced and 
orthogonal. 

The extreme low and extreme high vertices were included in 
the design because no effort was made to manually evaluate 
the design. Those two runs failed to produce a meaningful 
response.  

It is now a six run design. 

It is no longer balanced and orthogonal, but is it still useful?©20
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Evaluate: Design Modifications
Check Aliasing

Unleashing Evaluation 37

Factorial Effects Aliases
[Est. Terms] Aliased Terms
[Intercept] = Intercept - BC
[A] = A - ABC
[B] = B - ABC
[C] = C - ABC
[AB] = AB - BC
[AC] = AC - BC

Following the rules outlined earlier:

2nd order terms aliased with other 2nd

order terms is acceptable for 
screening designs. 

These six runs can be used to 
screen whether or not A, B and C are 
important to the process. But the 
interactions are lost.  ©20
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When to Use Design Evaluation

Unleashing Evaluation 38

 To Make Sure the Design is Able to Meet Goals
How many runs does it take to get to a useful model?

 Check the Impact of Design Modifications
What happens when levels change and runs are not completed?

 To See How Well an Existing Data Set Will Perform
Can we use all this data that we’ve had for years?

 To Compare Designs
Another thing only statisticians care about. 
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Evaluation: Existing Data

Unleashing Evaluation 39

 The checks are pretty much the same as evaluating design 
modifications. 

 If there are problems with a design, you build a new design.
 If there are problems with existing data you can…

1. Augment the design to add the runs necessary to make the 
design able to meet goals.

2. Use your subject matter knowledge to decide which factors 
are the true drivers of the response changes; then delete the 
other factors.

Which way you go, depends on what you know!
©20
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When to Use Design Evaluation

Unleashing Evaluation 40

 To Make Sure the Design is Able to Meet Goals
How many runs does it take to get to a useful model?

 Check the Impact of Design Modifications
What happens when levels change and runs are not completed?

 To See How Well an Existing Data Set Will Perform
Can we use all this data that we’ve had for years?

 To Compare Designs
Another thing only statisticians care about. 
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Evaluate: Best Design

Unleashing Evaluation 41

 The goal of I-optimality is to minimize the integral under 
the FDS curve which will make it lower and flatter. This 
provides a more precise model. 

 The goal of D-optimality is to maximize the determinant of 
the XTX matrix. This minimizes the joint confidence interval 
volume for the coefficient estimates improving the power of 
the design to detect significant effects. 
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Evaluate: Best Design
Using FDS

Unleashing Evaluation 42

I-optimal

D-optimal

The FDS graph provides a 
way to compare the precision 
of the model predictions. 

A lower and flatter FDS curve 
indicates better precision 
around the model predictions.

But that is not the whole story. 
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Evaluate: Best Design
Using Matrix Measures

Condition Number of Coefficient Matrix = 83.074

Maximum Variance Mean = 0.655

Average Variance Mean = 0.347

Minimum Variance Mean = 0.180

G Efficiency = 101.8 %

Scaled D-optimality Criterion = 7.331

Determinant of (X'X)^-1 = 5.762E-13

Trace of (X'X)^-1 = 10.427

I (Cuboidal) = 0.48476

Unleashing Evaluation 43

Condition Number of Coefficient Matrix = 184.314

Maximum Variance Mean = 1.067

Average Variance Mean = 0.578

Minimum Variance Mean = 0.289

G Efficiency = 62.5 %

Scaled D-optimality Criterion = 5.806

Determinant of (X'X)^-1 = 5.439E-15

Trace of (X'X)^-1 = 10.975

I (Cuboidal) = 0.60038

I-optimal D-optimal

The best Matrix Measure to use depends on 
the goal of the experiment. ©20
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Evaluation Unleashed!

Unleashing Evaluation 44

 Don’t forget that you know things that statistics doesn’t. 
Take the time to look the design over. Fix any runs that might 
be a problem, then use the evaluation tools. 

 Use the evaluation tools before starting the experiment. 
It is much easier to prevent problems than fix them.

 Use the tools when the experiment doesn’t go as planned. 
Modifications to a design may or may not cause a problem for 
the analysis; the evaluation tools provide a way to check.

 Use the tools when you already have historical data. 
If the data set has similar structure to a design, then it analyzes 
like a design. If it doesn’t, then it won’t and the problems will 
need to be fixed. 
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Thank You!

Unleashing Evaluation 45

Thank you for attending our webinar. 

I will keep the webinar open for a little while to 
receive and answer questions. 

Please feel free to email any questions about the 
presentation to webinar@statease.com – we will 

reply as soon as possible. 

Brooks, Mark, Wayne

Pat, Shari, Martin©20
16
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Term StdErr VIF Ri-Squared
A 0.52 1.78 0.4378
B 0.52 1.78 0.4378
C 0.52 1.78 0.4378

AB 0.55 1.76 0.4315
AC 0.55 1.76 0.4315
BC 0.55 1.76 0.4315

ABC 0.58 2.00 0.4996

Unleashing Evaluation 46
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